
ABSTRACT 

KANALE, AJIT. Dynamic Characterization and Failure Analysis of the 1200V, 10A Silicon 

Carbide JBSFET (Under the direction of Dr. B. Jayant Baliga and Dr. Subhashish Bhattacharya). 

The power electronics and the power semiconductor devices industries are intimately 

intertwined in their efforts to increase the efficiency of power conversion. Advances in one field 

inform and drive the efforts in another in this quest.  

Over the past few decades, silicon carbide has risen to prominence as the choice material 

for fabricating power devices, due to its superior breakdown electric field, low on-resistance, low 

switching losses and high temperature range of operation. Recent research has expanded this effort 

to create monolithic devices which can replace modular switches made of discrete components. In 

addition to simplifying the packaging, this also improves the performance of the switch while 

providing enhanced robustness to extreme current and voltage stresses. 

The focus of this work is to characterize the 1200V silicon carbide JBSFET – a monolithic 

integration of the conventional planar MOSFET and a JBS diode. JBSFETs fabricated under 

PowerAmerica were packaged in TO-3 and TO-247 packages. These devices were subject to static 

and dynamic characterization along with a conventional silicon carbide planar MOSFET to enable 

a comparative study of the two structures. While the static characterization involved on-resistance, 

threshold and blocking voltage measurement along with third quadrant operation, the dynamic 

characterization was conducted using two separate tests – switching losses using a double pulse 

tester, and short circuit characterization tests using a separate short circuit test setup. It has been 

shown that the JBSFET is a superior switch and a robust device compared to the conventional 

MOSFET.



This thesis introduces the JBSFET and provides a brief history of power electronics 

building up to the JBSFET in Chapter 1. The static characterization is detailed in Chapter 2. The 

switching tests are described in Chapter 3. Short circuit tests are discussed in Chapter 4. Each 

chapter includes a discussion of the device physics governing the observed performance. The 

thesis concludes with an overview the JBSFET as a superior switch and the future possibilities for 

power electronics.
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. A Brief history of Power Device Technology 

Semiconductor power devices have been a fundamental component of power electronics 

systems for the past 50 years1, 2, 3. Since the 1950s, with the invention of the point-contact transistor 

by Shockley, Bardeen and Brattain4, followed by the subsequent development of the junction 

transistor5, there have been a variety of semiconductor devices being created for high-power 

applications1, 6-9. Figure 1.1. illustrates the various domains employing power devices mapped as 

per the system power rating and operating frequency. 

 

Figure 1.1. Power device rated power and operating frequencies for different applications. 

Silicon has been the material of choice for the development of power devices owing to its 

natural abundance, economy and adaptability of fabrication processes and favorable 

electrochemical properties. 

Image Reference: B. J. Baliga, 

“Fundamentals of Power 

Semiconductor Devices”, 

pp.2, Springer, NY, 2008 
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The junction transistor invented at Bell Labs, was eventually developed and 

commercialized in the 1970s as Darlington power bipolar junction transistors (BJTs) after 

considerable process enhancements10. Power BJTs rely on a current supply to the base to control 

their operation. Furthermore, these devices also have poor current gain10. These shortcomings in 

the BJT led to research in voltage control of devices to simplify the drive circuitry and improve 

power gain. The most popular method to do this was through a metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) 

gate structure, which employed voltage signals coupled with a capacitive gate terminal to modulate 

a channel between two power terminals. This, subsequently led to the introduction of power 

MOSFETs in the 1970s. Parallel efforts to combine the high current conduction capability of 

bipolar devices along with the voltage control of MOS devices led to the development of MOS-

gated thyristors11, and subsequently, the IGBTs12 in 1980s, revolutionizing the field of power 

conversion. Figure 1.2. displays a history of innovations in power semiconductor device 

technology. 

Towards the turn of the new millennium, research and industrial innovations13-15 have 

successfully scaled power devices over a large range of operating voltages. Figure 1.3. displays 

different power devices based on their operating voltage, current and frequency levels. While 

standalone IGBTs are shown in the graph above, multiple IGBTs have been encapsulated in 

modules to achieve current conduction levels closer to 4kA. 
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Figure 1.2. A timeline of power semiconductor technology. 

 

Figure 1.3. Silicon Power Devices arranged as per range of operation. 

1.2. Wide bandgap materials and their significance in the future of Power Devices 

A 1982 research article16 showed that materials with wide bandgap would be suitable for 

creation of power devices. The basis for this theory is the relation of semiconductor device on-

resistance with its material properties. Power devices are created with a low-doped drift region 

Image 

Reference: S. 

Grossman, 

“Advances in 

Discrete 

Semiconductor

s March On”, 

Power 

Electronics 

Technology, pp. 

52-56, 2005 

A. Villamor, et al., 

“IGBT Market 

and Technology 

Trends 2017 

(Sample Report)”, 

pp.8, Yole 

Development, 

2017 

https://www.i-micronews.com/images/SAMPLES/POWER/Yole_YDPE17034_IBGT_Market_and_Technology_Trends_2017_sample.pdf
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which is designed to block reverse voltage. The resistance of an ideal, one-dimensional drift 

region, ignoring any effects due to edge terminations and assuming a parallel-plane electric field 

in reverse blocking, can be expressed10 as    

𝑅𝑂𝑛,𝑆𝑝,𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 =
4𝐵𝑉2

𝜀𝑆𝜇𝑛𝐸𝐶
3 (1-1) 

where BV is the breakdown voltage, εS is the electric permittivity of the semiconductor, µn is the 

electron mobility in the drift region and EC is the critical electric field of breakdown. The 

denominator in (1-1) is called Baliga’s Figure of Merit for power devices (BFoM). 

𝐵𝐹𝑜𝑀 =  𝜀𝑆𝜇𝑛𝐸𝐶
3 (1-2) 

A BFoM analysis of different power semiconductor materials based on previously reported17, 18 

data illustrates that wide bandgap semiconductors can be used to produce power devices with 

significantly lower on-resistance. 

Table 1.1. Comparison of materials based on Baliga’s Figure of Merit estimates their suitability 

for use in designing power semiconductor devices. 

Property Si GaAs GaP 4H-SiC GaN Diamond 

Bandgap (eV) 1.12 1.27 2.26 3.26 3.45 5.45 

Rel. Dielectric 

Constant, εS 
11.7 13.1 11.1 10.1 9 5.5 

e- Mobility µn 

(cm2V-1s-1) 
1500 8500 110 1000 1250 2200 

Critical 

Electric Field 

EC (V/cm) 

3 x 105 4 x 105 7 x 105 2.2 x 106 2 x 106 1 x 107 

BFoM 4.19 x107 6.31 x108 3.71 x107 9.52 x109 7.97 x109 1.07 x1012 

Rel. BFOM 

(compared to 

Si) 

1 15.04 0.88 226.96 189.93 25535.51 

Development of power devices over half a century years has pushed silicon technology to 

the limits of its physical performance19-22. Developing very high voltage devices using Silicon 

would require thick drift regions, resulting in higher on-resistance, thus causing conduction losses. 
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Silicon carbide, due to its higher electric field of breakdown, facilitates the development of power 

devices with a higher voltage rating and almost 1000x reduction in on-resistance compared to 

silicon devices of similar dimensions. This is quantified using analytical expressions relating the 

critical electric field of Si and SiC to the doping concentration of the drift region10. These relations 

can be used in (1-1) to obtain Si and SiC expressions for ROn,Sp,Ideal in terms of breakdown voltage. 

𝑅𝑂𝑛,𝑆𝑝,𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙(𝑆𝑖) = 5.93 ∗ 10−9𝐵𝑉2.5 (1-3) 

𝑅𝑂𝑛,𝑆𝑝,𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙(𝑆𝑖𝐶) = 2.97 ∗ 10−12𝐵𝑉2.5 (1-4) 

These equations are plotted in Figure 1.4. Both equations and figure clearly show the 1000x 

improvement in ROn,Sp,Ideal for SiC power devices. 

There has been considerable research in the domain of SiC power devices over the past 

three decades23, leading to the development of different classes of SiC devices24-27. Furthermore, 

advancements in process technology have helped to reduce the fabrication costs of silicon carbide 

devices28. Presently, several industrial entities are actively commercializing SiC devices with 

different power ratings29-35. Research interest in the development of SiC devices is growing in the 

form of wide-band gap semiconductor research programs and international conferences dedicated 

to the development of wide bandgap power electronics. 
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Figure 1.4. Specific RON vs Breakdown Voltage tradeoff for the ideal 1-D drift region. 

1.3. The importance of Monolithic Integration 

The main source of power loss in transistor circuits is the switching loss incurred due to 

turn-off and turn-on of the semiconductor switch. With the widespread growth of wide bandgap 

semiconductor power devices with rapid switching transients, there has been a considerable 

reduction in switching losses. As industry adopts increasingly efficient devices, the power loss due 

to the switch becomes comparable to that caused by parasitics within the circuit. Typical sources 

of parasitics are packaging and interconnections between modules and discrete devices36. While 

modules provide a simple solution to mitigating parasitics, wiring internal to the module itself 

contributes to stray inductances. The most optimal solution to this problem is to realize 

monolithically integrated devices which not only combine multiple semiconductor devices, but 

also eliminate the packaging bulk and stray inductances arising from connections. 

While monolithic integration has transformed the low-voltage systems such as processors, 

memories and handheld devices, it is yet to make inroads into power device technology. However, 
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there have been some attempts to achieve monolithic integration of Si and SiC devices for different 

applications37-38. The JBSFET, discussed in some detail in this work, is an example of monolithic 

integration of the JBS diode and power MOSFET structures39. 

1.4. Structures analyzed in this Thesis – the SiC MOSFET and SiC JBSFET 

1.4.1 The SiC Power MOSFET 

A metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) is a three terminal device 

which employs a voltage signal coupled with a capacitive gate to control a channel of charge 

carriers between two power terminals. Figure 1.5. shows the typical structure of a SiC power 

MOSFET. 

 

Figure 1.5. The SiC Power MOSFET Structure. 

Power MOSFETs are designed with a low-doped, epitaxially grown drift region. 

Application of a positive bias across the drain-source contacts creates a reverse bias across the N-

drift/P-base junction and a forward bias across the N-source/P-base junction. The drift region is 

doped such that the reverse bias depletion region is predominantly contained within itself. Devices 

with larger blocking voltage rating are designed with thicker drift regions. Under these conditions, 

the device can be turned on by the application of a positive gate voltage, which creates an inversion 
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channel in the P-base region under the gate oxide. Electrons are injected from the source through 

this channel into the drift region, hence realizing current flow through the MOSFET10. 

Silicon carbide planar MOSFET structures are equipped with a highly-doped P+ shielding 

region at the bottom of the P-base to prevent reach-through breakdown at high-electric fields40. 

MOSFET on-resistance is a combination of several components10 along the path of electron 

flow in the device. These components are marked in Fig 5. While the major contributor for 

MOSFET on-resistance in Si devices is the drift region resistance, the corresponding component 

for SiC devices is the channel resistance22. This is due to the relatively low mobility of electrons 

in SiC. There is great interest in process optimization for SiC devices in order to improve the 

electron mobility in the material. 

1.4.1.1. Threshold Voltage 

The minimum gate bias required to create an inversion channel in the power MOSFET is 

called its threshold voltage, VTH. Current flow begins when the gate bias exceeds the device 

threshold voltage. VTH is a function of the choice of gate material and the P-base doping, along 

with interface charges at the oxide semiconductor interface10. 

1.4.1.2. Third Quadrant Operation 

The power MOSFET has a body diode, in the form of a P-N junction, as highlighted in Fig 

5. Under the application of a negative bias across the drain-source contacts, this body diode can 

be made to conduct current. This can be beneficial in sustaining reverse conduction in power 

converter circuits. The physics of this process is similar to that of P-i-N rectifiers. 

1.4.1.3. MOSFET parasitics 

Semiconductor junctions are created due to differently doped regions in a substrate. Hence, 

every semiconductor junction can be associated with an equivalent capacitance41. In the power 
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MOSFET, the presence of a capacitive MOS gate adds another capacitor. These equivalent 

capacitors are shown in Figure 1.6. These capacitances are evaluated using standard 

characterization tests42. Figure 1.7. shows a typical plot of parasitic capacitances across a range of 

drain-source bias voltages. 

 

Figure 1.6. SiC MOSFET parasitic capacitances with expressions for equivalent capacitors. 

 

Figure 1.7. MOSFET parasitic Capacitances as a function of VDS. 

MOSFET parasitic capacitances vary with the drain source voltage applied across the 

device. This influences switching behavior in the form of delays during turn-on and turn-off 
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transitions. The influence of parasitic device capacitances is clearly explained through the example 

of a clamped inductive load switching circuit10. Assuming a set DC bus voltage, the inductor load  

current freewheels through the clamper diode. When a gate pulse signal is given to the MOSFET, 

it turns on and the load current commutates from the diode to the MOSFET. At the negative edge 

of the gate pulse, the MOSFET turns off and the current commutates back to the diode. Figure 1.8. 

illustrates the turn-on transients of a power MOSFET along with the associated processes involved. 

 

Figure 1.8. Power MOSFET Turn-on transient. 
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Figure 1.9. shows the turn-off transients for the power MOSFET along with its associated 

processes. It can be seen that ideally, the turn-on and turn-off processes are symmetrical to each 

other. The gate-drain capacitance, which is charged or discharged during the plateau region of 

either transient, is also called the Miller capacitance. The parasitic capacitances of a power 

MOSFET are the limiting factor determining its maximum operating frequency. 

 

Figure 1.9. Power MOSFET Turn-Off Transient. 
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1.4.2 The SiC JBSFET 

The SiC JBSFET is a monolithic integration of the JBS diode structure into a power 

MOSFET. SiC JBS rectifiers are typically used in antiparallel connection to SiC MOSFETs in 

power converter systems. This is done to eliminate the switching loss occurring due to third 

quadrant operation of the MOSFET43. The MOSFET body diode, being a p-n junction device, 

causes large losses due to reverse recovery current. Figure 1.10. shows the structure of a JBSFET. 

The JBSFET is functionally similar to a MOSFET except for its third quadrant behaviour, which 

is similar to the JBS rectifier. 

 

Figure 1.10. The SiC JBSFET Full Cell View. 

The SiC MOSFET and SiC JBSFET structures are compared in some detail in the 

subsequent chapters, with explanations of the underlying physics. 

1.5. Device Design, Fabrication and Testing 

The devices discussed in this thesis are 1.2kV SiC FETs designed under the PowerAmerica 

Institute at the North Carolina State University44. Both devices are fabricated using the PRESiCE28 

process. These designs will be henceforth referred to as the PA (SiC) MOSFET and PA (SiC) 

JBSFET. Figure 1.11. and Figure 1.12. show the structure of the PA devices with relevant 

dimensions included. 
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Figure 1.11. SiC MOSFET Structure with 

dimensions. 

Figure 1.12. SiC JBSFET Structure with 

dimensions. 

The devices are both built on a 360µm SiC substrate with a 10µm thick epitaxially grown 

drift layer. The doping of the drift layer is set to 8x1015 cm-3. The P-base and N+-source structures 

are created by ion-implantation, with a doping of 5x1016 cm-3 and 1-2x1019 cm-3, respectively. The 

devices were fabricated at the 6-inch SiC foundry at X-FAB, Lubbock, TX. Both devices were 

created with a 0.5µm channel length and the same chip active area of 0.045cm2. The MOSFET 

had a half-cell pitch of 3.2µm, while the JBSFET had a half-cell pitch of 6.1µm. The devices had 

similar hybrid-JTE45
 edge termination. 

 

Figure 1.13. TO-3 package used for the 

PowerAmerica devices. 

 

Figure 1.14. Encapsulated TO-3 case after 

packaging.

The SiC wafer was diced and subsequently, the devices were packaged in TO-3 cases at 

the NCSU PREES Lab46. 
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Figure 1.13. and Figure 1.14. show the TO-3 packaging before and after the 

encapsulation process. Figure 1.13. also shows the wire-bonding used to attach the device to the 

package. The packaged devices were subjected to static and dynamic characterization. 

Eventually, they were characterized for their SC energy. The next three chapters explain the 

results of the characterization tests.
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CHAPTER 2  

THE SIC MOSFET VS SIC JBSFET - STATIC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Static characterization tests are the standard means to extract datasheet parameters and 

voltage ratings for electronic devices. For power MOSFETs, these comprise of forward and reverse 

I-V curves, threshold voltage and leakage current studies1,2. Device capacitances are also measured 

as part of the basic characterization exercise. Each of these tests is conducted with the aim of 

extracting or observing a particular parameter. This chapter explains the testing methodology and 

the tests itself. The chapter concludes with a comparison of the static parameters of the SiC 

MOSFET and JBSFET.  

2.1. Test Methodology 

Static characterization is conducted using the Keysight B1505 Curve Tracer. This test setup 

has modules equipped with fixtures supporting devices of TO-247 or TO-3 packages. An I-V tester 

module is used to conduct forward and reverse characterization, threshold voltage measurements, 

third quadrant operation studies, and breakdown voltage and leakage current evaluation. A 

separate fixture is used to measure device parasitic capacitances. The curve tracer has configurable 

settings for either module to conduct the different tests mentioned above. Each of these tests will 

be described in this chapter in the subsequent sections. Figure 2.1. shows the curve tracer with the 

modules for I-V and capacitance test. 
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Figure 2.1. Keysight Curve Tracer B1505 with attached modules for I-V and Capacitance Tests. 

2.2. Forward Characterization 

In this study, forward characterization is used to evaluate the on-resistance of a power 

device. For a power MOSFET, this test is conducted by turning the device on at different levels of 

gate bias. Ideally, forward characterization is done to observe the MOSFET transition from active 

mode to saturation mode at different gate bias voltages. However, automated testers typically set 

a limit to the maximum power being consumed by the device, and to minimize device heating. As 

a result, automated testers may not be able to show device saturation at all gate voltages during 

forward characterization. 

The JEDEC standard circuit for a forward I-V characterization is shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.2. Forward I-V characterization test Circuit. 
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Figure 2.3. shows the I-V curves for a CREE 2nd Generation MOSFET C2M0160120D3 measured 

using the curve tracer. 

 

Figure 2.3. Forward Characteristics of a CREE C2M0160120D MOSFET. 

The on-resistance of power MOSFETs can be extracted from the forward characteristics 

by evaluating as the ratio of the drain bias to the forward current at the chosen gate bias and current 

level. 

𝑅𝑂𝑛 =  
𝑅𝑂𝑛,𝑆𝑝

𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑡
=  

𝑉𝐷𝑆

𝐼𝐷
|

𝑉𝐺𝑆,𝐼𝑂𝑁

 (2-1) 

In (2-1), AAct is the active area on the transistor chip, ROn,Sp is the specific on-resistance of 

the device, VDS is the drain bias supplied to the device (assuming the source is grounded), and ID 

is the drain current, also called the forward current of the device. 

For purposes of forward characterization, the PA devices were given gate bias voltages of 

0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 volt. The drain bias was increased from 0 to 10V for each gate bias. The 

test would truncate either when the device voltage reached 10V or when its forward current 
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reached the curve tracer limit of 20A. The forward I-V curves for the PA MOSFET are shown in 

Figure 2.4. 

 

Figure 2.4. Forward I-V Curves for the PA SiC MOSFET. 

The forward I-V curves for the PA JBSFET are shown in Figure 2.5. It appears that the 

JBSFET has a smaller drain saturation current for a given gate bias, when compared to the PA 

MOSFET. 

On-resistance can be measured at any desired value of gate bias and drain current3,4,5. To 

keep the assessment as close as possible to industrial metric, the on-resistance of the PA devices 

was extracted at a gate bias of 20 V for a forward current of 10A, similar to some commercial 

device datasheets. 

 

Figure 2.5. Forward I-V Curves for the PA SiC JBSFET. 
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Table 2.1. shows the on-resistance for the PA SiC MOSFET and JBSFET devices. It 

follows that the PA JBSFET has a higher on resistance than the PA MOSFET device. 

Table 2.1. On-resistance of PowerAmerica SiC Devices. 

Device Conditions ROn (mΩ) Active Area (cm2) ROn,Sp (mΩ-cm2) 

PA SiC MOSFET VDS = 20V, ID = 10A 189.1 0.045 8.5 

PA SiC JBSFET VDS = 20V, ID = 10A 337.5 0.045 15.2 

Discussion 

SiC transistor on-resistance can be expressed as6 

𝑅𝑂𝑛 = 𝑅𝐶𝐻 + 𝑅𝐴 + 𝑅𝐽𝐹𝐸𝑇 + 𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠 (2-2) 

where RCH is the channel resistance, RA is the accumulation resistance, RJFET is the resistance due 

to the JFET region, RD is the drift region, and Rsubs is the substrate resistance. 

Based on analytical model described in [6], it can be said that the channel resistance is the 

most prominent contributor to on-resistance. This is due to the poorer channel mobility in SiC 

compared to Si. Channel resistance can be expressed as 

𝑅𝐶𝐻 =
𝐿𝐶𝐻𝑝

𝜇𝑖𝑛𝑣𝐶𝑂𝑋(𝑉𝐺 − 𝑉𝑇)
 (2-3) 

where LCH is the channel length, p is the half-cell pitch, µinv is the inversion mobility in 

SiC, COX is the gate oxide capacitance, VG is the gate bias and VT is the threshold voltage. 

It is seen that the device on-resistance is proportional to cell pitch. From the design of the 

PA devices described in Chapter 1, the JBSFET, due to its larger cell pitch, can be expected to 

have a larger on-resistance. 

Table 2.2. Verification of RON proportionality to cell pitch. 

Device RON (mΩ) 
Half-Cell Pitch, 

p (µm) 
Ratio (RON/p) 

PA MOSFET 189.1 3.2 59 

PA JBSFET 337.5 6.1 55.33 

Ratio (MOSFET/JBSFET) 0.56 0.52  

The PA devices follow the expected proportionality of on-resistance and cell pitch. 
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2.3. Threshold Voltage 

Threshold voltage is defined as the minimum gate bias required to initiate forward current 

flow in a MOSFET. Looking into device physics, it is the minimum voltage required to create a 

channel of majority carriers in the base region of the MOSFET. To characterize power MOSFET 

threshold voltage, the device is maintained at a small, fixed drain bias, while the gate bias is 

steadily ramped until the forward current exceeds a pre-set value. 

For this study, the threshold voltage is measured at a drain bias of 0.1V, and is defined as 

the gate bias for a forward current of 1 mA.  

The same test can be used to measure transconductance, GM, of the power MOSFET. 

Transconductance is defined as the derivative of the forward current with respect to the gate bias. 

 

Figure 2.6. Threshold voltage and transconductance curves for the PowerAmerica devices. 

Table 2.3. compares the threshold voltages and the transconductance of the SiC MOSFET 

and JBSFET. It is seen that the PA MOSFET and JBSFET have similar threshold voltages. The 

transconductance of the devices was measured at a threshold voltage of 3.9V, a point intermediate 
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to both the MOSFET and JBSFET. The JBSFET is seen to have a smaller transconductance 

compared to the MOSFET. 

Table 2.3. Threshold Voltages for PowerAmerica SiC devices. 

Device Condition VTH (V) GM, Max (mS) 1/Cell Pitch, p-1 (µm) 

(a) SiC MOSFET ID = 1mA 3.74 54.8 0.62 

(b) SiC JBSFET ID = 1mA 4.08 34.8 0.33 

Ratio (a)/(b)   1.57 1.91 

Discussion 

The threshold voltage of the SiC power MOSFET is expressed as6 

𝑉𝑇𝐻 =
√4𝜀𝑆𝑘𝑇𝑁𝐴 ln

𝑁𝐴
𝑛𝑖

⁄

𝐶𝑂𝑋
+

2𝑘𝑇

𝑞
ln

𝑁𝐴

𝑛𝑖
+

𝑄𝐹

𝐶𝑂𝑋
 

(2-4) 

where NA is the P-base doping, k is the Boltzmann’s constant, T, the ambient temperature 

and QF is the interface charge. From the formula, it appears that the only variation between the PA 

MOSFET and JBSFET would be the fixed interface charges. These are not quantified in a 

straightforward manner. Hence, it can be expected that the PA devices must have threshold 

voltages close to each other. The data from Table 2.3. matches this prediction. 

The transconductance of a MOSFET varies proportionally to the drain bias and inversely 

to the cell pitch for low drain bias voltages. For a device active area A and a cell pitch p, the 

transconductance can be formulated as7 

𝑔𝑀 =
𝑑𝐼𝐷

𝑑𝑉𝐺
=  

𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑡𝜇𝑛𝑖𝐶𝑂𝑋

𝑝𝐿𝐶𝐻
𝑉𝐷 

It is seen that the transconductance of the PA MOSFET has a higher value than that of the 

PA JBSFET, which follows the trend predicted by the inverse ratio of their cell pitch.  

2.4. Reverse Conduction, or Third Quadrant Operation 

Power MOSFETs have an integral body diode in their structure, as shown in Figure 1.5. 

The presence of this diode allows flow of current in the reverse direction. This is particularly 
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beneficial in inverter applications. The body diode is a P-i-N rectifier. Hence, using reverse 

conduction through the body diode leads to space charge storage in the drift region, causing reverse 

recovery currents. These exhibit themselves as a current overshoot during switching, and result in 

increased switching power loss. This phenomenon is studied in detail in Chapter 3. 

For characterization purposes, the MOSFET is subject to reverse voltage without a gate 

bias. This creates a reverse current flow through the body diode.  

The JBSFET, by definition, has an integrated JBS diode in its structure. This causes a 

reverse current to spread out below the P-base corner8. This, in turn, raises the potential at the 

cathode and thus, indirectly reducing the potential across the P-N diode. The MOSFET P-N body 

diode does not turn-on as long as the bias across it is less than the built-in potential of the P-N 

junction. 

Figure 2.7. shows a comparative plot of the reverse current flow in the PA MOSFET and 

PA JBSFET devices. 

 

Figure 2.7. 3rd Quadrant Operation of PowerAmerica Devices. 
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Discussion 

From the explanation given above, it follows that the JBSFET third quadrant operation 

must be similar to an inverted forward I-V curve of a JBS diode. This difference is clearly seen in 

Figure 2.7., which corroborates the theory. A similar observation is made in [9]. The device used 

to obtain the reference JBS diode curve in Figure 2.7. was taken from the same wafer as the PA 

MOSFET and JBSFET. This device was designed similar to the integrated JBS diode in the 

JBSFET . The P+-well and cell-width of this JBS diode were twice as wide as the P+-well and cell 

width of the integrated JBS diode. 

2.5.  Breakdown Voltage 

Breakdown voltage is the blocking potential at the onset of impact-ionization-induced 

avalanche current. This is the absolute maximum voltage that the device can block in the forward 

direction. The blocking voltage is a function of drift region doping and edge termination design. 

A well-designed edge termination is one with a higher critical electric field of breakdown 

compared to the active area within the cell. 

 

Figure 2.8. Breakdown Voltage Test of PowerAmerica Devices. 
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For characterizing power MOSFET breakdown voltage, the device is subjected to an 

increasing drain-source voltage, while keeping the gate potential at zero. The test is conducted 

until the leakage current exceeds a preset limit. For this work, the leakage current limit to measure 

breakdown voltage is set at 100µA. Figure 2.8. shows the breakdown voltage curve for the PA SiC 

MOSFET and PA SiC JBSFET. 

The only difference between the devices is the presence of an embedded JBS Diode in the 

JBSFET. Hence, their breakdown voltage tests must be identical. The result seen in Figure 2.8 

meets this expectation – the MOSFET has a BVDSS of 1730V, and the JBSFET, 1700V. 

Furthermore, it shows that the Schottky Contact, which is typically prone to leakage under extreme 

stress and reverse bias6, does not deteriorate the MOSFET structure when monolithically 

integrated into it.  

2.6. Capacitance Measurements 

Parasitic capacitances in a power MOSFET were discussed in Chapter 1. The 

characterizing circuits used to measure power device capacitance are shown below. For the 

purposes of this study, power device capacitances were measured using the capacitance 

measurement fixture of the Keysight curve tracer. Figure 2.9, Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11 display 

the circuit used to evaluate the device capacitances for the SiC MOSFET and JBSFET. 

Capacitance tests are conducted by passing a small amplitude, high frequency AC signal 

across the gate-source of the device, while sweeping the drain bias. To simplify measurement of 

the intended capacitance, a large capacitor (~10µF) is placed parallel to the excluded capacitance. 

The large capacitor creates an AC short and thus eliminates the undesired capacitance from the 

measurement. Measurement is always made by connecting probes across the gate-source or gate-

drain of the device. 
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To elucidate, when measuring CISS, a 10µF capacitor is placed parallel to CDS. This creates 

an AC short and thus removes CDS from the measurement, leaving only CGD and CGS in parallel to 

be measured.. 

 

Figure 2.9. CISS test circuit on the Keysight B1505 Curve Tracer. 

 

Figure 2.10. COSS test Circuit on the Keysight B1505 Curve Tracer. 
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Figure 2.11. CRSS test Circuit on the Keysight B1505 Curve Tracer. 

Figure 2.12. shows the comparative waveforms of parasitic device capacitances for the 

PA MOSFET and PA JBSFET. 

 

Figure 2.12. Device Capacitances for PowerAmerica Devices. 
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Table 2.4. lists the parasitic capacitances of the PA MOSFET and PA JBSFET structures. 

Table 2.4. Capacitance Test Data for PowerAmerica devices. 

Device Conditions CISS (pF) COSS (pF) CRSS (pF) 

SiC MOSFET VDS = 1000V 1402 52.7 9.84 

SiC JBSFET VDS = 1000V 914 54.3 8.58 

2.7. Summary 

The basic device characteristics were discussed with a view of providing a datasheet-level 

comparison for the SiC MOSFET and JBSFET structures. SiC power MOSFET on-resistance was 

found to be a strong function of cell pitch. Hence, the device with the larger cell pitch exhibits a 

larger on-resistance. The threshold voltage is a function of P-base doping and interface charges in 

the oxide-semiconductor edge. Hence, similar devices can be expected to have similar threshold 

voltages – only varying due to interface charge distributions. However, the transconductance of 

power MOSFETs varies inversely with their cell pitch. Hence, the MOSFET shows a greater 

transconductance compared to the JBSFET. The MOSFET exhibits a third quadrant behavior 

similar to that of a reverse P-N diode, whereas the JBSFET resembles a reversed JBS diode, which 

can be attributed to its monolithically integrated JBS diode. There is no significant difference in 

the breakdown voltage behaviour of the two devices, which follows expectations, since the two 

devices have similar edge terminations and drift region doping profiles.
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CHAPTER 3  

THE SIC MOSFET VS SIC JBSFET – SWITCHING LOSS STUDIES 

One of the major motivations for the development of the SiC JBSFET is its application in 

inverters, motor drives and photovoltaic systems1. In these applications, the DC-to-AC conversion 

process involves the power switches to conduct current in both directions. It has been shown that 

a standalone MOSFET is prone to energy loss due to reverse conduction through its P-N body 

diode. A popular solution to alleviate the loss has been to connect a JBS diode antiparallel to the 

power MOSFET2,3. A JBS diode, by virtue of its unipolar nature of current conduction, does not 

undergo reverse recovery. This reduces the overall power loss in the converter. 

While the addition of a JBS diode reduces the power loss, the packaging bulk increases. 

The inclusion of the diode also introduces parasitic inductances in the circuit. Hence, a 

monolithically integrated combination of the JBS diode and MOSFET can be expected to enhance 

the performance of the system. This chapter explores the dynamic behaviour of the SiC MOSFET 

and JBSFET by evaluating the switching behaviour of the devices under different test conditions. 

3.1. Testing Methodology 

Switching tests are conducted by using a clamped inductive load switching circuit, also 

commonly known as the double pulse test (DPT) circuit. Figure 3.1. shows the schematic of the 

DPT setup. 

 

Figure 3.1. Schematic for the Clamped Inductive Load Switching Test. 
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The power device being evaluated for switching losses is interchangeably called the low-

side (LS) switch or device under test (DUT). Similarly, any device connected parallel to the load 

inductor is called the high-side (HS) device. In the above circuit, the DUT is given two gate pulse 

signals in succession. The first pulse builds up current in the inductor and enables the evaluation 

of DUT turn-off behaviour at the set current. During this turn-off, the current built up in the 

inductor commutates to the freewheeling diode connected across it. The second pulse begins with 

the DUT turn-on, when the freewheeling current commutates back from diode to the DUT. Hence, 

the negative edge of the first gate pulse and the positive edge of the second gate pulse are used to 

compute switching losses. 

Standard switching characterizations evaluate the switching performance of a device at 

room temperature for different gate resistances. However, to comprehensively evaluate the 

effectiveness of the monolithic integration in the JBSFET, switching tests were conducted in two 

studies – Switching loss with varying 1. gate resistances; 2. different device combinations, and, 

junction temperatures. Both these studies will be discussed in detail in this chapter. 

3.2. Design of the Circuit 

The DPT aims to evaluate DUT switching at a set current. Thus, for a given inductor, the 

first gate pulse must be wide enough to allow the build up of the set current. 

𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒 = 𝐿
𝐼𝐷

𝑉𝐷𝑆
 

(3-1) 

In a practical test setup, the high voltage supply is typically not capable of sourcing large 

currents. Hence, a capacitor bank must be used in parallel with the DC voltage supply to provide 

the switching current. To compute the size of the switching capacitor bank, the energy to be built 

up in the inductor can be matched to the energy of the switching capacitor bank. 
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𝐶𝑆𝑊 = 𝐿
𝐼𝐷

2

𝑉𝐷𝐶
2 

(3-2) 

The DPT circuit, being made of a power loop, has a parasitic resistance which can cause 

I2R loss. R, being a parasitic element, may be numerically very small, but when coupled with large 

currents, it can cause a noticeable change in the power loss graph. As a result, the DC bus voltage 

in the circuit drops with every successive pulse. To countermand this phenomenon, an additional 

capacitor is required with the sole purpose of maintaining the DC bus voltage. The energy supplied 

by this capacitor must exceed any possible I2R loss due to parasitic resistances in the circuit. 

𝐶𝐷𝐶 ≥
𝐼𝐷

2𝑅𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐

𝑉𝐷𝐶∆𝑉𝐷𝐶
 

(3-3) 

As seen by the above derivation, it is advisable to select an overrated DC bus capacitor to 

ensure a stable DC voltage and negligible ΔVDC. 

The switching losses of the SiC MOSFET and JBSFET were extracted using a CREE 

Evaluation Kit 8020-CRD-8FF1217P-1. This multi-purpose circuit board was set up in the DPT 

configuration with a 350µH inductor. The circuit board has an inbuilt capacitor bank of 25µF. The 

board is equipped with a gate drive channel which can be configured to supply different gate 

voltages. The set voltage and current for the DPT was set, respectively, at 800V and 10A. A 

Tektronix arbitrary function generator AFG3024 was used to provide two gate pulses of -5/20V 

(low/high level voltages) of 4.3µs width. Figure 3.2. shows the DPT setup used for the studies in 

this thesis. 
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Figure 3.2. Clamped Inductive Load Switching Test Setup. 

3.3. Study 1 – Switching Loss vs Gate Resistance 

The DUT is connected to the gate drive circuitry through a gate resistance. This resistance, 

coupled with the DUT input capacitance, influences the gate voltage transient of the device. Hence, 

evaluating switching losses with different external gate resistances enables close observation of 

switching behaviour – especially to understand the gate voltage evolution during the switching 

process. 

This study is conducted at room temperature. The different gate resistances used are 2.5Ω, 

5 Ω, 10 Ω, 15 Ω and 20 Ω. Figure 3.3. shows a typical switching waveform. This graph was taken 

for the switching test of the PA SiC MOSFET with a 2.5 Ω external gate resistance. 

Switching loss is computed by integrating the product of the drain voltage and drain current 

from the start of current rise until the end of voltage drop. This is typically seen as a positive ‘hill’ 
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in the power graph. This method is used to calculate the energy loss during turn-off and turn-on 

transients for both the SiC MOSFET and JBSFET, as shown in Figure 3.4. and Figure 3.5. This 

exercise is repeated for different values of gate resistance to observe the trend followed by the 

devices. Table 3.1 shows the switching losses for the PowerAmerica devices for different gate 

resistances, while the same information if plotted in Figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.3. Switching waveform for the PA SiC MOSFET (RG,Ext = 2.5 ohm). 
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Figure 3.4. PA SiC MOSFET turn-on 

switching waveform with Power Computation. 

 

Figure 3.5. PA SiC MOSFET turn-off 

switching waveform with Power Computation.

Table 3.1. Switching Losses for different Gate resistances. 

Transient Condition Property SiC MOSFET SiC JBSFET % Difference  

Turn-on 

transient 

RG = 2.5Ω 
tON (ns) 58.3 64.3  

EON (µJ) 212 260 22.6 

RG = 5Ω 
tON (ns) 65.1 77.3  

EON (µJ) 257 318 23.7 

RG = 10Ω 
tON (ns) 77.5 96  

EON (µJ) 319 379 18.8 

RG = 15Ω 
tON (ns) 91 103.6  

EON (µJ) 368 436 18.4 

RG = 20Ω 
tON (ns) 99.3 119.5  

EON (µJ) 416 482 15.9 
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Table 3.1 (continued). Switching Losses for different Gate Resistances. 

Turn-off 

transient 

RG = 2.5Ω 
tOFF (ns) 39.6 36.2  

EOFF (µJ) 71.7 79 10.2 

RG = 5Ω 
tOFF (ns) 41.1 35.3  

EOFF (µJ) 70 79 12.86 

RG = 10Ω 
tOFF (ns) 39.4 35.9  

EOFF (µJ) 70 80 14.28 

RG = 15Ω 
tOFF (ns) 39.6 35.4  

EOFF (µJ) 73.7 80.4 9.1 

RG = 20Ω 
tOFF (ns) 38.4 36.1  

EOFF (µJ) 71.7 80.6 12.4 

It is seen that the JBSFET has a marginally higher turn-on loss compared to the MOSFET. 

It is also clear that the JBSFET transients are slower than the corresponding transients for the 

MOSFET. This can be attributed to the lower transconductance of the JBSFET, which, inherently 

produces a smaller amount of current for a given gate and drain bias. This conjecture requires 

further data and study to be confirmed. 

 

Figure 3.6. Switching Loss comparison for the PowerAmerica MOSFET and JBSFET. 
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3.4. Study 2 - Switching Loss with Temperature variations 

From a standalone comparison, the JBSFET has a higher switching loss compared to the 

SiC MOSFET. However, in practical applications, when devices are employed in inverters and 

bridge converters, the MOSFET is commonly placed with an antiparallel-connected Schottky 

diode2,3. Furthermore, given that the JBSFET is a monolithic integration of a JBS diode and a 

power MOSFET, it is more relevant to compare the switching performance of the JBSFET with a 

MOSFET-antiparallel-JBS diode combination. To further simplify nomenclature, the freewheeling 

device connected across the load inductor will be called the high-side (HS) device, while the DUT 

will be called low-side (LS) device. 

In practical applications, the continuous operation and the presence of high-power circuit 

components leads to internal and external heating in a power device. Hence, as an additional 

variable, the above study with different combination was done under different junction 

temperatures. The different combinations tested are –  

Case 1: (HS) PA MOSFET/ (LS) PA MOSFET;  

Case 2: (HS) PA MOSFET+Antiparallel JBS Diode/ (LS) PA MOSFET 

Case 3: (HS) PA JBSFET/ (LS) PA JBSFET 

 

Figure 3.7. High-temperature Switching test setup. 
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Figure 3.8. A zoomed in view of the Switching Test Setup. 

The devices were heated externally using a heat gun to bring them up to the targeted case 

temperature, subsequent to which the gate pulses were applied. For this study, 0/25V gate pulses 

were applied at the DUT gate. The gate resistance was maintained at 2.5Ω. The switching energy 

was extracted from the waveforms in the manner described in the previous section. The turn-on 

and turn-off losses along with peak turn-on currents for each case across different temperatures 

are listed in Table 3.2., Table 3.3. CASE 2 Switching Loss at different case temperatures (Rg = 

2.5 Ohm). 

 and 

Table 3.4., respectively. Table 3.5. compares the extreme temperature cases across the 

different combinations to observe the overall performance of devices. Figure 3.9. and Figure 3.10. 

show this information graphically. It must also be noted that the JBSFET switching loss at 250C 

reduces with increase in Gate bias voltage. 
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Table 3.2. CASE 1 Switching Loss across different case temperatures (Rg = 2.5 Ohm). 

Case 

1 

HS: SiC MOSFET  LS: SiC MOSFET 

Turn-on Turn-off 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

TCASE 

(0C) 

EON 

(µJ) 

tON 

(ns) 

ID, Pk 

(A) 

EOFF 

(µJ) 
tOFF (ns) 

25 206 52.27 16.80 90.60 48.53 

Table 3.2 (Continued). CASE 1 Switching Loss across different case temperatures (RG=2.5Ω). 

50 228 52.80 18.40 90.90 43.73 

75 248 52.80 18.40 93.10 45.33 

100 272 54.27 18.40 93.40 42.40 

125 291 59.20 19.20 92.50 48.53 

150 297 58.13 20.80 94.10 45.33 

Table 3.3. CASE 2 Switching Loss at different case temperatures (Rg = 2.5 Ohm). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case 2 

HS: SiC MOSFET+ 

Antiparallel JBS 

Diode  

LS: SiC 

MOSFET 

Turn-on Turn-off 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

TCASE 

(0C) 

EON 

(µJ) 

tON 

(ns) 

ID, Pk 

(A) 

EOFF 

(µJ) 

tOFF 

(ns) 

25 210 50.13 18.00 93.70 45.87 

50 230 54.53 18.00 96.60 45.73 

75 249 56.00 18.00 93.70 46.40 

100 276 54.67 18.00 93.10 45.87 

125 293 56.00 18.80 94.30 45.07 

150 302 54.40 21.40 92.70 45.07 
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Table 3.4. CASE 3 Switching Loss at different temperatures. 

Case 

3 

HS: SiC JBSFET  LS: SiC JBSFET 

Turn-on Turn-off 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

TCASE 

(0C) 

EON 

(µJ) 

tON 

(ns) 

ID, Pk 

(A) 

EOFF 

(µJ) 
tOFF (ns) 

25 197 51.73 16.00 92.20 43.20 

50 203 54.93 16.00 95.30 42.13 

75 203 54.40 16.00 92.20 44.80 

100 210 53.33 17.00 95.00 44.27 

125 212 54.40 17.00 90.00 44.80 

150 206 51.73 18.00 92.20 44.80 

Table 3.5. Switching Losses for different device combinations at case temperatures 250- 1500C. 

Case 

No. 

Device Combinations 

(High-side/Low-side) 

ID, On [A] 
ΔID,On(%) 

(b) vs. (a) 

E-ON [µJ] 
ΔEON (%) 

(d) vs. (c) 
(a) 

250C 

(b) 

1500C 

(c) 

250C 
(d) 1500C 

1 MOSFET/MOSFET 16.8 20.8 23.81 206 297 44.17 

2 
MOSFET-

Diode/MOSFET 
16.4 21.4 30.49 210 302 43.81 

3 JBSFET/JBSFET 16 18 12.5 197 206 4.57 

% Change (Case 3 vs. Case 2) -2.5 -18.9  -6.6 -46.6  
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Figure 3.9. Turn-on Loss vs Case Temperature for different device combinations (Rg= 2.5 Ω). 

 

Figure 3.10. Turn-off Loss vs Case Temperature for different device combinations (RG = 2.5Ω).

Discussion 

Switching losses are primarily governed by charge storage elements in the switching loop. 

When using a MOSFET in the high side and low side, the reverse recovery charge due to the P-N 

body diode in the HS device causes energy loss during current commutation as the LS device turns 

on. When using an antiparallel JBS diode, the reverse recovery is avoided. 
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However, with rising temperatures, the on-state voltage of the P-N diode falls, while that 

of the JBS diode rises. Figure 3.11. shows the forward I-V curve of a JBS diode and the third 

quadrant curves of a MOSFET body diode taken at different temperatures. 

 

Figure 3.11. Forward voltage of a JBS Diode (left) and the third quadrant conduction graphs of a 

SiC MOSFET (right) measured at different temperatures. 

With increasing junction temperatures, the on-state voltage of the JBS Diode becomes high 

enough to turn the MOSFET’s P-N body diode on. And the JBS diode eventually becomes 

ineffective in preventing energy loss during turn-on. 

In the JBSFET, however, this phenomenon is not possible, since the monolithic integration 

suppresses the P-N body diode from turning on. Hence, Case 3 with the HS and LS JBSFETs has 

minimal increase in energy loss with increasing temperature. 

This is also corroborated by the trend seen in peak overshoot current during turn-on. While 

the peak overshoot current in Cases 1 and 2 rises by 23-30% as TCASE rises from 25 
0C to 1500C, 

Case 3 exhibits only 12.5% increase in peak overshoot current4. 
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Figure 3.12. Turn-on Current Waveform at TCASE = 250C. 

 

Figure 3.13. Turn-On Current Waveforms at TCASE = 1500C. 

Hence, the JBSFET is proven to be a better switch when considering the full range of 

system operating temperatures. 

3.5. Summary 

Power device switching is affected by its parasitic capacitance and body-diode structures. 

To minimize power loss, SiC MOSFETs are typically used along with antiparallel JBS diodes. It 

is seen that the JBSFET has a higher switching loss compared to the MOSFET for a gate drive of      

-5/20V, across different gate resistances. However, the switching loss reduces when gate drive is 

increased to 0/25V. 

To understand the effectiveness of the monolithic integration in JBSFETs, the switching 

tests were conducted for three combinations of high-side and low-side devices: 

MOSFET/MOSFET, MOSFET+antiparallel JBS Diode/MOSFET, and JBSFET/JBSFET. It 
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appears that the MOSFET body diode turns on at elevated temperatures due to a simultaneous rise 

of JBS diode on-voltage and fall in the on-voltage of the of MOSFET’s body-diode. However, this 

is not seen in case 3 as the JBSFET successfully suppress the activation of the P-N body diode.
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CHAPTER 4  

SIC MOSFET VS JBSFET – SHORT CIRCUIT CHARACTERIZATION 

Short circuit characterization of power devices is essential to evaluate their ruggedness to 

fault conditions resulting in a short circuit1. The short circuit withstand capability (tSC) of a power 

device is defined as the time duration it can operate in saturated current with high drain bias voltage 

before onset of failure. Presently, research on gate drivers has helped develop systems with fast 

response which can detect and prevent short circuit events2,3. In general, a short circuit capability 

of 10µs is considered a benchmark by industry standards. This chapter discusses the short circuit 

behavior of the SiC MOSFET and JBSFET structures. 

There have been attempts to improve short circuit capability of SiC power MOSFETs, but 

they have a tradeoff with the on-resistance of the device4. 

4.1. Testing Methodology 

Short circuit characterization of the power MOSFET is performed by turning the device on 

under direct application of a high drain bias. This results in a large current flow through the device. 

The gate pulse width is gradually increased to see the maximum energy the device can take before 

failure. 

The short circuit test circuit is a simple connection of device across the high voltage DC 

supply, with a capacitor bank in parallel, to provide the short circuit current. Its schematic is shown 

in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.2. is an image of the actual test setup used for the short circuit testing. Short 

circuit failures can be explosive in nature, hence it is essential that the setup is enclosed in a 

Plexiglas box to prevent any damage or injury.
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Figure 4.1. Short Circuit Test Schematic. 

 

Figure 4.2. Short Circuit Test Setup.

4.2. Device Physics 

The short circuit test is functionally similar to the forward I-V characterization. Hence, the 

short circuit current can be expressed using the following equation. 

𝐼𝐷,𝑆𝑎𝑡 =
𝜇𝑛𝑖𝐶𝑂𝑋𝑍

2𝐿𝐶𝐻
(𝑉𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇𝐻)2 (4-1) 

In (4-1), µni, is the inversion layer mobility of electrons in SiC, Z is the channel density, 

which is also computed as the ratio of the device active area to its cell pitch and ID,Sat is the 

saturation current in the device. As the gate pulse is prolonged, the large amount of current flowing 

through the device causes a temperature rise. This might be impacting mobility through different 

contributing factors, which are discussed in some detail in [5].  

The reduction in mobility with increasing temperature is also seen as a reduction in short 

circuit current. When the supplied energy increases beyond a critical limit, the device undergoes 

destructive failure. 

4.3. Short Circuit Measurements 

The PA SiC MOSFET and PA SiC JBSFET were subjected to short circuit tests with a 

drain bias of 800V and under gate biases of -5/15V and -5/20V. Figure 4.3. and Figure 4.4. show 
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the short circuit test waveform for the PA SiC MOSFET and the PA SiC JBSFET for gate biases 

of -5/15V, and -5/20V, respectively. 

 

Figure 4.3. Short circuit waveform of the PA MOSFET and PA JBSFET for a Gate Bias of       -

5V/15V. 

 

Figure 4.4. Short circuit waveform of the PA MOSFET and PA JBSFET for a Gate Bias of -

5/20V. 
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It is seen that the PA MOSFET fails at 7µs for a gate bias of 15V and at 5µs for a gate bias 

of 20V. It is also clear that lower drain saturation currents allow longer short circuit withstand 

capability. A similar trend is exhibited by the PA JBSFET, which passes the 10µs benchmark for 

a gate bias of -5/15V and fails at 7µs for a gate bias of -5/20V. The peak short circuit current for 

the PA JBSFET is found to be lesser than that of the PA MOSFET for either gate bias. 

Hence, it can be concluded that the JBSFET has a better short circuit capability compared 

to the SiC MOSFET. 

4.4. Discussion 

The short circuit capability of power devices has been studied in some detail over the 

years6-9. The most common short circuit failure mechanism for SiC devices reported in literature 

include the activation of the parasitic N-P-N bipolar transistor within the MOSFET structure10, 11 

and a failure of the gate oxide12. The N-P-N parasitic BJT is believed to turn on due to an increase 

in the leakage current, which, in turn, is caused by the injection of traps at the oxide-semiconductor 

interface into the P-base. The gate oxide failure is said to be a hysteretic effect of repetitive short 

circuit on the thin gate oxide layer. 

Both failure mechanisms are rooted in the high junction temperature seen by the device 

during short circuit operation. The most logical way to circumvent this situation is to create devices 

with a larger cell pitch13. The larger area increases the on-resistance and thus, suppressing the peak 

short circuit current. This suppression reduces the temperature rise and thus, would allow device 

operation in short circuit mode for a longer period of time. This is directly seen in the results 

reported above, since the PA JBSFET, which is larger in cell pitch, compared to the PA MOSFET 

has a better short circuit capability. 
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Other methods to increase short circuit ruggedness have attempted to introduce embedded 

source resistance regions in the device14, which, too, causes an increase in device on-resistance, 

subsequently leading to improved short circuit capability.  

The pattern of failure suggests the existence of a critical energy that may be unique to 

silicon carbide devices or the design of power MOSFETs. The failure mechanism observed in the 

PA devices do not hint at either known mechanism, i.e, there is no current tail towards the end of 

the short circuit pulse, nor is there any sign of gate degradation seen in the gate pulse. However, 

the devices are shorted and cannot sustain a voltage after failure. This hints at the possibility of the 

source metal melting through the top region15 and penetrating the drift region, thereby destroying 

the device. 

4.5. An Additional Application of the Short Circuit Test 

It was observed that the peak current seen during a short circuit pulse (see Figure 4.4), 

could be an approximation of the saturation current at that drain bias. Table 4.1. shows the 

measured peak current values at VDS = 800V for different gate biases. The channel width Z is 

calculated as the ratio of the active area to the cell pitch. Both devices have an identical active area 

of 0.045cm2. Hence, the MOSFET, with its cell pitch of 3.1µm, has a channel width of 140.6 cm, 

while the JBSFET, with its cell pitch of 6.1µm, has a channel width of 73.8 cm. It is seen that at 

either gate bias, the ratio of the peak short circuit currents matches the ratio of their channel widths. 

From (4-1), it can be concluded that the peak short circuit current at any drain bias can be used as 

a measure for the saturation current of the device at that drain bias. 

With this new knowledge, it is possible to extend forward I-V curves to any voltage and 

get the corresponding saturation current. To obtain the same, the MOSFET can be subject to non-

destructive short circuit tests (with tGate-Pulse < 1µs). In this way, the forward I-V of a device, which 
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was mentioned to have been constrained by the power capabilities of automated testers, can be 

obtained with little extra effort. Figure 4.5. is a plot of extended I-V characteristics for the PA 

MOSFET and JBSFET for gate biases of 15V and 20V. 

Table 4.1. Experimentally measured ID,Sat at VDS = 800V. 

Sl No. Device 

Measured ID,Sat (A) Channel 

Width 

(cm) 
VGS = 15 V VGS = 20V 

1 MOSFET 85 130 140.6 

2 JBSFET 45 75 73.8 

Ratio 1.9 1.7 1.9 

 

Figure 4.5. High Voltage I-V Curves extracted from short-pulse, non-destructive SC tests. 

4.6. A new Figure of Merit to evaluate Short Circuit Robustness 

The tradeoff between short circuit withstand capability and device on-resistance has been 

mentioned before13. The JBSFET, too, achieves a similar tradeoff to gain enhanced short circuit 

ruggedness. In practical applications, as showed in Chapter 3, SiC MOSFETs are used along with 

antiparallel JBS diodes. Short circuit robustness metrics, however, do not include the JBS diode 

when describing tradeoffs between short circuit withstand time against chip area and on-resistance. 

Since the JBSFET is a combination of two devices, it needs to be compared with the MOSFET-
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antiparallel diode for a fair evaluation. This requires a new figure-of-merit. It is proposed15 that an 

equivalent specific on-resistance be used to evaluate tSC vs RON tradeoff for the power MOSFET 

+ antiparallel JBS diode combination. The equivalent specific on-resistance would be defined as 

𝑅𝑂𝑁,𝑆𝑝,𝐸𝑞 = 𝑅𝑂𝑁,𝑀𝑂𝑆𝐹𝐸𝑇 ∗ (𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑡,𝑀𝑂𝑆𝐹𝐸𝑇 + 𝐴𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑝,𝐽𝐵𝑆 𝐷𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑒) (4-3) 

where AACT  is the active area of the device and AChip is the chip area of the device. For the PA 

devices, the MOSFET was coupled with a CREE JBS Diode17 for the purposes of this analysis. 

Table 4.2. ROn,Sp,Eq for comparing the JBSFET with MOSFET+ Antiparallel diode combination. 

Device 
Active Area 

(cm2 
RON (mΩ) 

Gate Bias 

(V) 
tSC (µs) 

ROn,Sp,Eq 

(mΩ-cm2) 

MOSFET 0.045 153 
VGS = 15V 7 

6.9 
VGS = 20V 5 

JBSFET 0.045 200 
VGS = 15V >10 

9 
VGS = 20V 7 

MOSFET+ 

antiparallel 

Diode 

0.045+0.0285 

= 0.0735 
153 

VGS = 15V 7 

11.2 VGS = 20V 
5 

 

Figure 4.6. Using ROn,Sp, Eq to compare JBSFET and MOSFET +JBS Diode combinations 

Table 4.2. lists the parameters discussed above. Figure 4.6. displays a graphical 

representation to show the need for equivalent on-resistance as a new metric to provide a fair 

comparison for the JBSFET’s short circuit robustness. The process of monolithic integration in the 

JBSFET allows economy of chip area and on-resistance while providing enhanced short-circuit 
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ruggedness, when compared to the MOSFET + antiparallel diode combination which only 

increases the effective chip area with no variations in the short-circuit performance. 

4.7. Summary 

The short circuit capability of power devices was introduced and the short circuit 

performance of the PA MOSFET and JBSFET was reported. It was shown that the JBSFET is a 

superior switch from a short circuit ruggedness standpoint. This was followed by a discussion of 

known SiC MOSFET Short-circuit failure mechanisms. The short circuit test was modified to 

develop a method for measurement of high-voltage forward I-V data for power devices. It is 

believed that this method can be used to obtain forward I-V curves up to any voltage, as long as 

the short-circuit pulse itself is kept small enough to leave the device undamaged. 

A new figure of merit was defined to enable a fair comparison between the JBSFET and 

MOSFET-antiparallel JBS diode combinations to evaluate tSC vs RON tradeoff.
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CHAPTER 5  

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

As power semiconductor device technology, in tandem with developments in power 

electronics, accelerate known engineering systems towards greater efficiency and higher operating 

frequencies, technologies will continue to shrink and become increasingly compact. The recent 

interest in monolithic integration of power devices like the JBSFET is a shining example of such 

compaction at work. To propagate such technology further, it is necessary to navigate the tradeoffs 

on switching loss and on-resistance, while maintaining a rugged device capable of operating in 

adverse environments.  

In this work, the JBSFET was characterized alongside a planar MOSFET of similar design 

and investigated for efficiency in switching and short circuit test conditions. It was seen that the 

JBSFET is an effective switching transistor over a large temperature range, due to its ability to 

suppress the parasitic P-N body diode completely. The larger cell pitch indirectly strengthens the 

JBSFET against short circuit faults. Hence the JBSFET is a more efficient and rugged switch 

compared to the SiC MOSFET. 

However, the JBSFET needs to be investigated for avalanche ruggedness, as that is a very 

important fault condition in power converter systems. Subsequent to its ruggedness testing, the 

JBSFET must be employed as a switch in power converters to ascertain the true impact of the 

monolithic integration. Newer technologies such as the BiDFET1 promise a major leap in the quest 

to consolidate and simplify power electronics systems. 

As systems grow more compact and complex with each day, silicon carbide technology 

must find ways to eliminate process-induced obstacles and venture into the very high blocking 

voltage ranges. It is an interesting future for wide bandgap power devices, as power electronics 
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technology has developed mechanisms to detect fault conditions and protect solid state switches 

from catastrophic failure. Industrial efforts to commercialize SiC power devices have also 

produced a lot of innovative advances in power device technology. As all spheres – industry, 

academia and government converge on wide bandgap devices as the means to create a greener, 

cleaner future, there is no doubt that the next stage of the wide bandgap semiconductor revolution 

is around the corner.
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